Prince Pondicherry’s chocolate palace

WALT: use language to create an image for the reader.

Write down your thoughts to the following statement:
If you could create something entirely out of chocolate, I would make ...

Read below the recap of Chapter 3 – Prince Pondicherry

Grandpa Joe tells Charlie the story of Mr. Wonka and the Indian Prince Pondicherry. Prince Pondicherry asks Mr. Wonka to build him a palace entirely out of chocolate. Mr. Wonka complies, building a palace with chocolate furniture, chocolate walls, and even hot chocolate running from the taps.

When he finally finishes the palace, he cautions the prince to eat it quickly because it will not withstand the heat long. But the prince refuses and says he plans to live in the palace. Just as Mr. Wonka predicts, the palace melts during the next hot day and the prince wakes up in a chocolate swimming pool.

With adult permission and supervision watch the scene from the film by copying the following link into an internet browser: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OW9zhf_Rg
You are going to re-write the scene! Use any planning format you like. See below for an example of a planning grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Build-up</th>
<th>Conflict/Climax</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Introduce the main characters.</td>
<td>- Develop the characters and the setting.</td>
<td>- The conflict or climax (high point) in the story.</td>
<td>- How the conflict is resolved and the ending to the story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Introduce the story setting.</td>
<td>- The points that lead up to the conflict or climax in the story.</td>
<td>- How do the characters react?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before you write, you need to think about what vocabulary, conjunctions, sentence openers and punctuation you could include. Use the following prompts to help you make notes as part of your planning.

Vocabulary

Use adjectives to describe the:

Prince
palace
weather
Chocolate
sun
Use these conjunctions in your sentences linked with the Indian palace scene.

Sitting comfortably and content on his unique chocolate throne, he began scoffing rich truffels **whilst** enjoying his new surroundings.

Mr Willy Wonker built the chocolate palace **even though** he thought it was a bad idea.

Use a different opener to write a sentence linked to the scene.

Soon the chocolate palace was complete and it looked glorious.

Stunned, he looked up high to find a volcano of chocolate exploding before his eyes.

Slipping down the hallway, Prince Pondicherry escaped from the river of melted chocolate.

Creamy melted chocolate trickled along the Prince's nose like a gentle raindrop.

As soft as cotton, lay candy floss cloth used for table decoration.

Devastated, Mr Pondicherry walked away from his once glorious chocolate palace.
Correct the spelling and punctuation in the following statements:

choclit coverd walls began to melt like icecreem on a summers day. The prince was shocked, "Wot is happening" he shouted.

eventhough mr wonka had warned prince pondicherry he still diddnt listen to his advice.

Example of scene:

Deep in the heart of India where the sun shone like a blazing fire, lived a noble prince named Prince Pondicherry. Dreaming of a brand new palace whilst tucked up in his luxurious bed, he decided to write to Mr Willy Wonka and ask him something quite unusual.

Requesting a whole palace made out of chocolate startled Mr Wonka. Failing to persuade the prince that it wasn’t a good idea, he and his workers built the palace entirely made from creamy, delicious chocolate. The bricks, walls, ceilings, furniture and even the cement were made from a wonderful blend of dark and light chocolate.

Soon the chocolate palace was complete and it looked glorious. "What do you think of it?" asked Mr Wonka sounding concerned. "It is tremendous and what I've always dreamt of," declared the Prince. Mr Wonka advised the prince to eat it quickly as it would soon melt but despite Mr Wonka's wise words, he chose to ignore the advice.

Sitting proudly and smug on his unique chocolate throne, he began scoffing rich truffles whilst enjoying his new surroundings. Splat! Melted chocolate trickled along the Prince's nose like a gentle raindrop. Stunned, he looked up high to find a volcano of chocolate exploding before his eyes. Perhaps he should have listened to Mr Wonka. Frantically wading through the masses of chocolate which now looked like a brand new river, Prince Pondicherry said one last goodbye to his unique palace which was withering away in front of him.

Now it’s your turn to write your own version of the scene!

S4S:
- Use descriptive vocabulary - adjectives and adverbs
- Use varied conjunctions
- Use outstanding openers
- Punctuation (CL, FS, ?, ! and commas)